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Starting the Business 

 

Introduction 

 
Starting a business is a complex process that typically involves numerous different steps and 
should be carefully planned before execution. 

Although there is much that can be considered when starting a business, the sole focus in this 
study guide is on bookkeeping and financial transactions. Firstly, a reminder of the scenario: 

 

Scenario 
 
Morgan has started a business making and selling bicycles. This business is called Delta Q 
Bikes Ltd and makes both standard and electric bicycles. Bicycles are sold to shops, who 
then sell them on to customers, and are also sold direct to customers by Delta Q Bikes Ltd 
via their online shop and website. 
 
Morgan has put some of her own money into the business (this is known as capital) as well 
as money from a friend and a bank loan (which are known as liabilities). 
 
She has rented a property from which to manufacture bikes and store them in a 
warehouse and has hired two other employees. Morgan has also invested in specialist 
machinery (an asset) for manufacturing the bikes. 
 
The business will use a double-entry bookkeeping system which uses a series of day 
books (for credit sales and purchases) linked to a Receivables Ledger, a Payables Ledger, 
and the General Ledger.  
 
The business will buy components and other items from suppliers, which are known as 
credit purchases, and will sell finished goods to shops, which are known as credit sales. 
 
Cash sales to retail customers, from the online website, are also recorded. 
 
A cash book and petty cash book are used, both of which are books of prime entry and 
double-entry, and will record the money element of all purchases, expenses and income, 
as well as any drawings made by the owner. 
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There are two presumptions to be made about Delta Q Bikes Ltd, Morgan’s new business: 

• That the bank account for the business has been set up and is ready to receive money 
and to make payments. 

• That the business is VAT-registered from the outset. This is not always the case in the 
real world, as businesses are not required to register for VAT until the turnover has 
reached a certain level. Some businesses will choose to do so, as in this case, as it is 
advantageous to do so to reclaim VAT from HMRC paid out on purchases. 

This chapter will look at various early transactions for the business, such as: 

• The paying in of money by Morgan into the business to provide funds for purchases and 
expenses. This is Morgan’s own money that she is providing and is known as capital. 
Capital is sometimes referred to as equity, particularly when referring to the value of 
shares held in a business. 

• The paying in of money received because of a loan from the bank. This is money that is 
owed back to the bank and is known as a liability. 

• The paying out of money because of buying equipment for making the bikes. These 
pieces of equipment are inventory that will have material value that can be recorded 
and are owned by the business and are known as assets. 

• The paying out of money because of buying raw materials from which to build the bikes, 
which will be recorded as purchases.  

• Account coding in the General Ledger in order to record these transactions, and the 
relationship between assets, liabilities and capital in the form of the accounting 
equation. 

• How to balance accounts manually. 

This will involve a basic introduction to some of the principles of double-entry bookkeeping, 
such as how cash and bank transactions are recorded as well as different categories of 
transaction and how they differ from each other. Correctly recording transactions so that they 
can be analysed within the bookkeeping and then in any financial statements is a vital part of 
the bookkeeping process. 

 

Double-Entry Bookkeeping 

 
Double-entry bookkeeping is so-called for the following reasons: 

• Each transaction is usually* recorded as a pair of entries. 
• One entry will be in one account whereas the second entry will be in another account. 
• The two accounts involved will be determined by the nature of/reason for the 

transaction. 
• One account will contain the debit entry, one account will contain the credit entry. 
• The two sides must match, the debit entry must equal the credit entry. 
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*In some cases, there will be three entries rather than the two. This is often the case when there 
are transactions involving VAT. 

Accounts in the General Ledger, as well as those in the Receivables or Payables Ledger, are set 
out in what is known as a ‘T’ account format, with the left-hand side for debit entries and the 
right-hand side for credit entries. It is commonly the case the debit entry is entered before the 
credit entry, a convention that will often be followed in this book. 

The debit side is often shortened to dr, from the Latin, debitum, whilst the credit side is often 
shortened to cr, from the Latin, creditum. 

Debitum means ‘what is due’ and creditum means ‘a loan, or entrusted to someone’. This 
correlates with what you will learn about assets and liabilities. 

Below is an example of how a double-entry account may look, particularly in a manual, paper-
based accounting system. 

First is shown the name of the account, and in this case the Nominal (or General Ledger) code 
that has been assigned to it. It is common that bank and cash accounts will have numbers in 
the 1200 range. 

Then is shown the two sides, the debit side on the left and the credit side on the right. 

The exact layout will vary, and in your studies you are likely to see a variety of layouts, from the 
layouts in this guide to those in AAT practice questions and in computerised accounting 
software. 

 

Bank Account (1200) 
Debit (dr)                                             £ Credit (cr)                                             £ 
 
 
 
 

 

 

There are two main rules for double-entry: 

Rule 1 – involves the half of the double-entry transaction involving money coming in to or going 
out of the bank, or the cash coming into or going out of the business, and deals with the 
bank/cash half of the transaction. 

Rule 2 – involves the other half of the transaction, involving asset, liability, expense, income, 
purchase, capital or drawings accounts. This rule would also apply when money is not 
changing hands at that time. Bookkeepers won’t refer to ‘rule 1’ or ‘rule 2’ in daily work, as this 
particular way of thinking about it has been put together for this study guide, but it may be 
helpful to think of double-entry in this way at the beginning. 
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Rule 1 – Bank and Cash 

 
This first rule applies when dealing with bank payments/receipts or cash payments/receipts, 
and only applies to accounts that can be considered as bank accounts. 

 

Money In = Money Out = 
Debit Credit 

 

Money being paid into the bank would be recorded on the debit side of the Bank Account, 
money being paid out of the bank would be recorded on the credit side of the Bank Account. 

This rule would also apply equally to the Cash Book, or Cash Account or the Petty Cash Book or 
Petty Cash Account, or any account involving money transactions, e.g., a Bank Deposit 
Account. It would not apply to a Bank Loan Account, which would be considered as a liability 
account. 

An example of this can be seen here, where capital (money introduced to the business by the 
owner) has been paid into the account. This example will be looked at more closely later, with 
only the debit entry shown here. This is money coming into the business and so is recorded as 
a debit in the Bank Account. The date format here (01-01) refers to the day and the month, 
January 1st. 

 

Bank Account (1200) 
Debit (dr)                                             £ Credit (cr)                                             £ 
01-01     Capital                                     20,000 
 

 

 

Care must be taken to understand that this rule only applies to the following accounts: 

• Bank Account (or Bank column in the Cash Book - see chapter 5) 
• Cash Account (or Cash column in the Cash Book - see chapter 5) 
• Petty Cash Account (or Petty Cash Book - see chapter 6) 
• Bank Deposit Account 

An important element in understanding double-entry is understanding that every transaction 
will be both a debit and credit, but in different accounts, as every transaction can be seen as 
behaving in two different ways at the same time. 
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Rule 2 – DEAD CLIC 

 
The second rule of double-entry which covers all other accounts is known by many names:  
DEAD CLIC, DEAP CLIC, or PEARLS, all of which are variations on the same theme.  Each will 
be considered briefly in turn, and students can choose whichever they find most helpful.  

There is some controversy over the extent to which these ways of learning double-entry are 
helpful. They are generally helpful at level 2 when learning the principles of double-entry, 
although in the long term it is more helpful to have a deep understanding of how different types 
of account behave, rather than just memorising methods such as these. 

 

DEAD CLIC 

 

Debits Credits 
Expenses 

 
will normally have a debit balance but may 
have some transactions on the credit side. 
 

Liabilities 

 
will normally have a credit balance but may 
have some transactions on the debit side. 

Assets 

 
will normally have a debit balance but may 
have some transactions on the credit side. 

 

Income 

 
will normally have a credit balance but may 
have some transactions on the debit side. 

Drawings 

 
will normally have a debit balance but may 
have some transactions on the credit side. 

Capital 

 
will normally have a credit balance but may 
have some transactions on the debit side. 
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DEAP CLIC 

 
Debits Credits 
Expenses 
 
will normally have a debit balance but may 
have some transactions on the credit side. 
 

Liabilities 
 
will normally have a credit balance but may 
have some transactions on the debit side. 

Assets 
 
will normally have a debit balance but may 
have some transactions on the credit side. 
 

Income 
 
will normally have a credit balance but may 
have some transactions on the debit side. 

Purchases 
 
will normally have a debit balance but may 
have some transactions on the credit side. 
 

Capital 
 
will normally have a credit balance but may 
have some transactions on the debit side. 

 

PEARLS 

 
Purchases 
will normally have a debit balance, but may have some transactions on the credit side 
Expenses 
will normally have a debit balance, but may have some transactions on the credit side 
Assets 
will normally have a debit balance, but may have some transactions on the credit side 
Revenue 
will normally have a credit balance, but may have some transactions on the debit side 
Liabilities 
will normally have a credit balance, but may have some transactions on the debit side 
Sales 
will normally have a credit balance, but may have some transactions on the debit side 
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Example 1 
The business makes a payment of rent of £1,200, the double-entry for this will be: 

Account Amount Debit Credit 
Rent Paid  £1,200 ✓  
Bank £1,200  ✓ 

 

Example 2 
The business makes sales of £1,000, the double-entry for this will be: 

Account Amount Debit Credit 
Bank  £1,000 ✓  
Sales £1,000  ✓ 

 

Note, these transactions are not part of the case study/ 

In each case, the Bank Account is following rule 1, relevant for bank and cash accounts, 
whereas the Rent Paid Account (expense) and the Sales Account (income, or sales) are 
following the second rule, as befitting their account type.  

Understanding double-entry bookkeeping includes understanding how the two rules work 
together in a complimentary manner. Not all double-entry transactions will involve the bank, as 
will be seen in later chapters, in which case each account will follow the rules as befitting its 
account type in a consistent manner. 

 

Opening Entries 

 

Delta Q Bikes Ltd begins trading on January 1st and has a number of transactions that take 
place on that day: 

 
 

 

“It’s my first day of business and I want to get my bookkeeping 

off to the best start possible by entering all the transactions into 

the accounts. I know that these opening transactions are 

traditionally entered as journal entries within the double-entry 

bookkeeping system. The journal is a book of prime entry used to 

record double-entry transactions in particular circumstances, 

such as opening entries for a new business.” 
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Date Money in Money out 
Jan 1st  £20,000 paid in by Morgan. This is 

known as capital as it is money 
introduced by the owner 

 

Jan 1st £25,000 paid in because of a loan 
from the bank. This is a liability as it 
is owed back to the bank. 

 

Jan 1st  £15,000* spent on machinery with 
which to make bikes, this 
machinery is an asset as it has value 
to the business. 

Jan 1st  £13,500* spent on raw materials for 
making the bikes, these are known 
as purchases. 

 

*These figures include VAT at 20%. 

In manual bookkeeping, these opening entries will often be entered in a special part of the 
bookkeeping system called the journal, which is learned about in the second unit, Principles of 
Bookkeeping Controls. In computerised bookkeeping, these are often entered in a part of the 
software set aside for opening balances. 

It is also likely that when setting up accounting software, it will be necessary to enter the basic 
details of the company before entering any transactions. 

Each of these transactions will be looked at in turn, but as they all involve money either coming 
in or out of the bank, it is useful first to consider the Bank Account and its role in double-entry 
bookkeeping. 

 

The Bank Account 

 
The General Ledger (sometimes known as the Nominal Ledger) consists of a number of 
different accounts which cover the transactions covering the whole range of assets, liabilities, 
income, expenses, purchases, capital and drawings for a business. 

This means that a business is likely to have a General Ledger account called the Bank Account. 
It may instead, as we shall look at in chapter 5, have a Cash Book, which is used to record both 
cash and bank transactions, but as it is often easier when first learning double-entry to first 
consider the Bank Account as a separate account. 
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The Bank Account in the General Ledger is a record of all transactions regarding the bank 
account of the business, in that it records in the double-entry bookkeeping system all sums of 
money either received into or paid from the bank account. 

References to Bank Account with capitalisation in this text refers to the Bank Account in the 
General Ledger of the business bookkeeping system. 

As with all accounts in the double-entry bookkeeping system, it is laid out on two sides (debit 
and credit), in what is often known as a ‘T’ account. 

 

Bank Account (1200) 
Debit (dr)                                             £ Credit (cr)                                             £ 
 
 
 

 

 

The exact layout will vary, and it may look differently in computerised accounting systems, but 
all the basic principles of a double-entry account are: 

• Each account will have both a debit side and a credit side 
• Each transaction will have both a debit entry in one account and a credit entry in 

another account. 
• The balance of the account is the difference between the sum of the debit entries and 

the sum of the credit entries within that account, with the balance being shown on the 
higher side. 

• Most accounts will usually have a balance on a particular side (according to the double-
entry rules), but some accounts can have a balance on either side, examples of which 
will be seen later. 
 

The Bank Account 
 

Money paid into the Bank Account in the General Ledger will be recorded on the debit 
side of the account. 
 
Money paid out of the Bank Account in the General Ledger will be recorded on the credit 
side of the account. 
 
This is opposite to what most people would expect having looked at their bank 
statements. This is because the bank statement is from the bank’s perspective. An asset 
to the business (money in the bank) is a liability to the bank (money owed by the bank to 
the business). 
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This can be seen in practice, in the first of the opening entries for the business. 

 

Transaction 1: £20,000 of Capital paid into the bank. 

 

The very first transaction in the business is for Morgan to pay in £20,000 into the bank. In the 
Bank Account, this will look something like this: 

 

Bank Account (1200) 
Debit (dr)                                             £ Credit (cr)                                             £ 
01-01     Capital                                      20,000 
 

 

 

New transactions throughout this case study will be highlighted in bold. This is purely for 
learning purposes and not part of accounting convention.  

After this half of the transaction has been made: (it is not yet complete) 

• There are debit entries for £20,000 and no credit entries. 
• The balance of the account is the difference between the two sides. 
• The balance of the account is £20,000. 
• This is a debit balance (the higher side). 

Note that what is recorded here is: 

• The date of the transaction. 
• What the transaction is for (Capital – this also serves another purpose). 
• The amount (the £ symbol is not required as it is in the heading above). 

Double-entry bookkeeping requires two transactions (one debit, one credit). The other half of 
the transaction is: 

 

Capital Account (3000) 
Debit (dr)                                             £ Credit (cr)                                             £ 
 
 

01-01     Bank                                         20,000 
 

 

The Capital Account in the General Ledger is used to record capital put in by the owner(s) of a 
business. Capital is owed back to the owners at some point, as it is their money, and behaves 
like a liability.  
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Capital and liability accounts normally have credit entries (although in some cases they may 
have debit entries) and a credit balance. 

Note that what is recorded here is: 

• The date of the transaction. 
• The other half of the double-entry transaction (Bank). 
• The amount (the £ symbol is not required as it is in the heading above). 

It is usual in manual double-entry transactions that the details section contains the name of 
the other double-entry account involved in the transaction. This is why the details in the Bank 
Account say Capital, and the details in the Capital Account say Bank. By using this method, it 
is easy and quick to find the other half of a double-entry transaction. 

 

Coding 

 
Some businesses or software may use different coding conventions, and they are free to do so, 
but the ranges given below are in regular use throughout the world. Such coding conventions 
help with consistency within and between businesses, and aid in the preparation of financial 
statements. 

Note that both accounts looked at so far – the Bank Account (1200) and the Capital Account 
(3000) - have been assigned a number. It is not necessary in bookkeeping that those accounts 
are exactly that number, but there are common conventions in accounting with regards to the 
numbering of accounts within the General Ledger. For example, accounts involving capital or 
equity are often in the 3000-3999 range, so it would be just as acceptable for the account 
code for the Capital Account to be 3010 as 3000. Common coding conventions include:  

 

Common Coding Conventions 
 
0000-0999        Fixed (non-current) assets 
1000-1999        Current assets 
2000-2999        Current & non-current liabilities 
3000-3999        Capital & equity 
4000-4999        Sales 
5000-5999        Purchases 
6000-7999*      Expenditure 
8000-9999        Various 
 
*6000-6999 is often used for sales-related expenses, 7000-7999 is often used for general 
expenses, but some businesses may use the 8000 range for some expenses. 
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Current & Non-Current Assets & Liabilities 
 
Current assets and liabilities are usually those that are short-term, often meaning less 
than a year. Examples include bank and cash balances, money owed by credit customers 
or to credit suppliers. 
 
Non-current assets and liabilities are usually those that are longer term, often over a year.  
Examples include loans and mortgages.  
 

 

Transaction 2: £25,000 paid into the bank from a bank loan. 

 
The second transaction is a bank loan, Morgan has applied for a bank loan under the name of 
the business, and this has been granted by the bank and paid into the business bank account. 

In the Bank Account in the General Ledger the transaction will look like this: 

 

Bank Account (1200) 
Debit (dr)                                             £ Credit (cr)                                             £ 
01-01     Capital                                     20,000 
01-01     Bank Loan                              25,000 
 

 

 

Note the presence of the earlier transaction of capital. As with the injection of capital, the 
paying into the bank of the bank loan involves money coming into the bank account and is 
therefore recorded there as a debit. However, the business now also owes money to the bank, 
a liability. 

In the Bank Loan Account the transaction will look like this: 

 

Bank Loan Account (2500) 
Debit (dr)                                             £ Credit (cr)                                             £ 
 
 

01-01     Bank                                        25,000 
 

 
As with the earlier transaction, the details are that of the other account. 

A bank loan is a liability, which although it provides money to the business in the short-term is 
eventually owed back to the bank. When payments are made on the loan, these would be debit 
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entries in the Bank Loan Account and credit entries in the Bank Account. As the Bank Loan 
Account is a liability account, it has been assigned a number that is within the range of liability 
accounts indicated earlier. 

 

Liabilities 
 

A liability is an amount of money that the business owes to a third party. This could be a 
loan or an amount owed to a supplier after buying goods on credit. 
 
It could also be: 
 

• The balance of the Bank Account if it is overdrawn. 
• The balance of the VAT Account if VAT is owed to HMRC. 
• The balance of a credit card that has not yet been paid. 
• Wages yet to be paid to employees, or other payroll-related liabilities (pension fund 

or trades union contributions, income tax/National Insurance owed to HMRC). 
 

 

Transaction 3: £15,000 (including VAT) spent on machinery 

 

Now that the business has some money in the bank, it is time to spend some of that money. 
Firstly, the business buys £15,000 of specialist machinery (including VAT) with which to begin 
making their bikes, with the double-entry looking like this: 

 

Bank Account (1200) 
Debit (dr)                                             £ Credit (cr)                                             £ 
01-01     Capital                                     20,000 
01-01     Bank Loan                              25,000 
 

01-01     Machinery                               15,000 

 
This is not a credit purchase, in that money changes hands when the purchase takes place. 

 

Machinery Account (0010) 
Debit (dr)                                             £ Credit (cr)                                             £ 
01-01     Bank                                         12,500 
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Here, the net value of the machinery is recorded in the Machinery (asset) Account and the VAT 
will be recorded in the VAT Account. If the business was not registered for VAT, the whole 
amount would be recorded in the Machinery Account, which is considered more at level 3. 

 

VAT Account (2200) 
Debit (dr)                                             £ Credit (cr)                                             £ 
01-01     Bank                                           2,500 
 

 
 

 

There are some important points to note here: 

• Net is the amount paid excluding VAT. 
• VAT is the amount which can be reclaimed from HMRC, as this is a purchase. This VAT 

is calculated at 20% of the net (or 1/6 of the gross) throughout level 2. 
• Gross is the total amount, and is recorded in the Bank Account, as the actual amount of 

money that changed hands. 

This is the first example that you have seen of a double-entry transaction that is more than two 
entries, in this case two debits and one credit. 

 

Account Amount Debit Credit 
VAT  £2,500 ✓  
Machinery  £12,500 ✓  
Bank £15,000  ✓ 

 

However, it illustrates an important principle, in that in any double-entry transaction, the sum 
of the credits should always equal the sum of the debits. 

In this case, the Bank Account entry is a credit entry as money is being paid out of the 
account. The debit entry is in the Machinery Account, as this is an asset account. 

VAT is recorded in a separate account as VAT-registered businesses are required to record the 
VAT on all transactions, whether output tax (VAT on sales) or input tax (VAT on purchases). 
VAT-registered businesses will have one or more VAT accounts that will enable them to do this. 

This means that when businesses come to complete and submit their VAT return, usually but 
not always four times a year, then the information has been accurately recorded, the VAT 
Return can be calculated efficiently, and any payments made or sums reclaimed. 

The VAT Account will have a debit balance (an asset) if you are owed money by HMRC or a 
credit balance (a liability) if you owe money to HMRC. 
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Assets 
 

Assets are an item that is owned by the business and has a reasonable amount of value, or 
money owed to the business by a customer who has bought goods on credit. 
 
It could also be: 
 

• The balance of the Bank Account if there is money in the bank. 
• The balance of the VAT Account if money is owed by HMRC (a debit balance). 
• Any cash held by the business (for example petty cash, or the balance of the Cash 

column in the Cash Book). 
 
It is usually relatively straightforward to decide whether something a business owns 
should be viewed as an asset, as it is usually something that has value and could be used, 
if necessary, to meet debts and other commitments. For example, a company vehicle 
could be sold to pay a debt, whereas that would not be the case for a box of paper clips. 
 

 

VAT Calculations 
 

Many of the calculations in this unit will involve sums that are either inclusive or exclusive 
of VAT, the latter sometimes being referred to as net of VAT. 
 
Including VAT = VAT at 20% has already been included in this figure: 
Example: £120.00 including VAT (£100 net + £20 VAT) 
To work out how much VAT has been added to a VAT-inclusive figure, divide by 6, e.g., 
£120 / 6 = £20. This is also known as the VAT fraction. 
 
Excluding VAT = VAT at 20% has NOT already been included in this figure: 
Example £100.00 excluding VAT (£100 net but £20 VAT has not yet been added) 
To work out how much VAT to add to a net figure, divide by 5, e.g., £100 / 5 = £20. 
 

 

There are also other ways of performing VAT calculations. It is not important to use the method 
above if you have a method that works just as well. 

On rare occasions, different methods of calculating VAT will result in different final numbers, 
depending on whether the VAT or the Net is rounded first, although this is not likely to happen 
in any calculations for your AAT exams. In these cases, ensure that the gross total is correct, 
even if the net or VAT are different by £0.01 from other calculation methods, as this is 
considered acceptable in real world calculations. 
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Transaction 4: £13,500 (including VAT) spent on raw materials 

 

Finally on the first day of trading, the business has spent £13,500 on raw materials that will 
become part of the completed bikes once the machinery is up and running. As with the 
purchase of machinery, VAT must be accounted for in this transaction. 

 

Bank Account (1200) 
Debit (dr)                                             £ Credit (cr)                                             £ 
01-01     Capital                                      20,000 
01-01     Bank Loan                               25,000 
 

01-01      Machinery                              15,000 
01-01      Purchases                              13,500 

 

Purchases (5000) 
Debit (dr)                                             £ Credit (cr)                                             £ 
01-01     Bank                                         11,250 
 

 

 

Here, the net value of the raw materials is recorded in the Purchases Account and the VAT will 
be recorded in the VAT Account. 

 

VAT Account (2200) 
Debit (dr)                                             £ Credit (cr)                                             £ 
01-01     Bank                                            2,500 
01-01     Bank                                            2,250 
 

 
 

 

The Purchases Account has been given a code of 5000 to reflect its status as a purchases 
account within the General Ledger. This is a cash purchase, in that money has been paid at the 
time of purchase. The supplier is likely to have provided an invoice with the goods. Invoices 
and other documents will be examined in chapter 3. 
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The Accounting Equation 

 
There are various means by which an accountant or bookkeeper can use information from the 
accounts of the business to either gauge the health of the business or to draw conclusions with 
regards to the business. 

If it is desirable to calculate the amount of capital within the business, one of these is known as 
the accounting equation. The accounting equation calculates the amount of capital in the 
business by comparing it to the amount of assets and liabilities. 

 

The formula is: 

 

 

Assets – Liabilities = Capital 
 

 

This formula is also the basis of the Statement of Financial Position that many businesses are 
required to produce each year as part of their required financial statements. 

The Statement of Financial Position lists the assets and liabilities of a business at a given time, 
usually the end of the financial year, and therefore can be used to determine how much capital 
is in the business. It is a requirement of limited companies and some partnerships. The 
statement can be used by shareholders and anyone who is interested in the financial health of 
the business, such as the business owner or someone looking to invest in the business. 

 

The other formula generally required by businesses is the Statement of Profit or Loss. The 
formula is: 

 

 

Income – Expenses = Profit 
(or loss if the answer is a negative figure) 

 
 

The Statement of Profit or Loss shows the income and expenses of a business over a 12-month 
period, to determine whether the business is making a profit or loss, and is a requirement of 
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limited companies and some partnerships. The statement can be used by shareholders and 
anyone who is interested in the financial health of the business, such as the business owner or 
someone looking to invest in the business. 

Financial statements are studied in detail at both level 3 and level 4. 

Both the Statement of Financial Position and the Statement of Profit or Loss can easily be 
generated by modern accounting software. This means that it is easier than in manual 
bookkeeping to determine the health or profit-making status of a business at any given time 
than in the past. 

Students working through this scenario could prove this by generating a Statement of Financial 
Position and Statement of Profit or Loss at the end of each chapter in order to see how the 
business is performing at any given moment. 

The accounting equation can be applied to Delta Q Bikes Ltd to determine the amount of 
capital in the business at the end of the first day of trading. 

 

 
Assets 
 
 
 
 

 
Total: £45,000 
 
£16,500 (Bank Account balance) 
£12,500 (Machinery Account balance) 
£4,750 (VAT Account balance) 
£11,250 (Purchases Account balance) 
 

minus 
Liabilities 
 
 
 

 
Total: £25,000 
 
£25,000 (Bank Loan Account balance) 
 

equals 
Capital 
 

 
Total: £20,000 (Capital Account balance) 

 

VAT here is an asset as it is a debit balance reflecting money spent on purchases that can be 
reclaimed from HMRC. If the balance of the VAT were a credit balance it would be a liability. 

The raw materials purchased are considered as inventory or stock, and inventory is an asset. 
This is the major difference between purchases and expenses, the latter of which are the 
running costs of the business and do not generally contain any asset value. 

The relationship between assets and liabilities keeps the accounting equation balanced. 
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For example: 

• The purchase of a computer for £1,000 would reduce the asset of the Bank Account 
by £1,000 whilst increasing the asset of the Computer at Cost Account by £1,000, 
ensuring capital remains the same. 

• The receipt of a bank loan of £5,000 would increase the asset of the Bank Account 
by £5,000 whilst increasing the liability of the Bank Loan Account by £5,000, 
ensuring capital remains the same. 

 

Balancing Accounts 

 
In manual bookkeeping it is important to balance accounts. How often this is done will vary on 
the needs of the business. All accounts will be balanced at least once a year at the end of the 
financial year. Many accounts will be balanced either monthly or weekly as appropriate. 

In this case study, some accounts will be balanced monthly, to show the process at work. 
Although Morgan may not need to balance any of the business’ accounts at this time, it will be 
useful to look at one of the accounts and balance it to get understanding of the process. 

The account used to balance will be the Bank Account, as this is currently the account with the 
most transactions: 

 

Bank Account (1200) 
Debit (dr)                                             £ Credit (cr)                                             £ 
01-01     Capital                                     20,000 
01-01     Bank Loan                              25,000 
 

01-01     Machinery                               15,000 
01-01     Raw Materials                        13,500 

 

Balancing a bookkeeping account manually has various steps: 

1. Add up each side of the account (debit and credit). 
2. Create a transaction on the smaller side numerically (this is called the balance carried 

down). 
3. Total both sides, which should now be the same amount. 
4. Create a transaction on the side which was larger numerically (this is called the balance 

brought down). 

Each of these steps can be seen in turn: 
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Step 1: Add up each side of the account 

 

Bank Account (1200) 
Debit (dr)                                             £ Credit (cr)                                             £ 
01-01     Capital                                     20,000 
01-01     Bank Loan                              25,000 
 

01-01     Machinery                               15,000 
01-01     Raw Materials                        13,500 

 

The sum of the debit side is £45,000, the sum of the credit side £28,500. 

The difference between the two sides (£45,000 - £28,500 = £16,500) must then be entered 
into the Bank Account: 

 

Step 2: Enter the balance carried down 

 

Bank Account (1200) 
Debit (dr)                                             £ Credit (cr)                                             £ 
01-01     Capital                                     20,000 
01-01     Bank Loan                              25,000 
 
 

01-01     Machinery                               15,000 
01-01     Raw Materials                        13,500 
01-01     Balance c/d                            16,500 

 

The balance carried down (abbreviated as the balance c/d) is always dated on the last date of 
the period in question, in this case January 1st, or it could be the last day of the week or of the 
month, as appropriate. 

The two sides of the account are then calculated again, and they should be identical. 
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Step 3: Add the new totals for both sides of the account 

 

Bank Account (1200) 
Debit (dr)                                             £ Credit (cr)                                             £ 
01-01     Capital                                     20,000 
01-01     Bank Loan                              25,000 
 
                                                                  ______                   
                 Total                                        45,000 
                                                                  ______ 
 

01-01     Machinery                               15,000 
01-01     Raw Materials                        13,500 
01-01     Balance c/d                            16,500 
                                                                  ______ 
Total                                                         45,000 
                                                                 ______ 

 

It is worth noting that the totals will always be the sum of the higher side, in this case £45,000, 
and that the balance c/d is the transaction that makes the two sides balance, hence balancing 
the account. 

The balance c/d however is not the true balance of the account, because it is on the wrong 
side, as that is added in the final step. 

 

Step 4: Add the balance brought down 

 

Bank Account (1200) 
Debit (dr)                                             £ Credit (cr)                                             £ 
01-01     Capital                                     20,000 
01-01     Bank Loan                              25,000 
 
                                                                  ______                   
                 Total                                        45,000 
                                                                  ______ 
 
02-01     Balance b/d                           16,500 
 

01-01     Machinery                               15,000 
01-01     Raw Materials                        13,500 
01-01     Balance c/d                            16,500 
                                                                  ______ 
Total                                                         45,000 
                                                                  ______ 

 

The fact that the balance is brought down on the debit side is an indicator that the account has 
a debit balance. As the Bank Account records the balance as an asset (if the business has 
money) or a liability (if the business is overdrawn) this means that a debit balance in the 
account indicates that the business has £16,500 in the bank. 
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As the balance c/d is usually dated on the last day of a time period, the balance b/d is usually 
dated on the first day of the next time period, as demonstrated in this example. 

If an account does not have transactions on one side, which is common for many expense and 
income accounts, the principles are the same. In this case the difference between the two 
sides will still form the basis of the calculation of the balance. 

For example, an account has transactions on the debit side of £4000, but no transactions on 
the credit side. In this case, the difference between the two sides will be £4000, as will the 
balance carried down. 

It may also be the case that an account has an opening balance at the beginning of a time 
period. This will be indicated by either balance b/d or it is sometimes shown as balance b/f 
(balance brought forward). Either is acceptable, and in exam situations you may see both in 
use. 

Computerised accounting automatically balances accounts as transactions are added. 
However, students will be expected to know and to demonstrate the knowledge of how to 
balance accounts manually at both level 2 and level 3. 

Note that the balancing here is only an example, and the Bank Account will be seen balanced 
again as part of the case study, with a different date, in the next chapter. 

 

Account Balances 
 

At the end of every chapter, we will look at the balances of the accounts so far. This will be 
shown in the trial balance format, which will be considered in more detail in the Principles of 
Bookkeeping Controls unit. 

This will be helpful to see what account balances have changed during the chapter, as well as 
the relationship between debits and credits.  

A correct trial balance will mean that the sum of the accounts with debit balances will equal 
the sum of the accounts with credit balances. Students who are entering the transactions into 
accounting software will be able to generate their own trial balance in order to check for 
accuracy, although different software may list them in a different order. 

The purpose of the trial balance is a check on the arithmetical bookkeeping and as a way of 
finding and eliminating errors. Although a careful reading of a trial balance can give some 
indication as to the state of a business, that is not it’s primary purpose. 

By examining the trial balance as it develops over the coming chapters, students will come to 
understand its purpose more, and gain experience in learning which accounts have debit or 
credit balances. 
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Note that previously transactions and balances have been listed to the nearest £ (although the 
nearest pence is implied), whereas in future transactions and balances they will be recorded to 
the nearest pence, which is two decimal places. 

 

Trial Balance 
Delta Q Bikes Ltd 

January 1st  
Nominal Code Account Debit £ Credit £ 
0010 Machinery  12,500.00  
1200 Bank 16,500.00  
2200 VAT 4,750.00  
2500 Bank Loan  25,000.00 
3000 Capital  20,000.00 
5000 Purchases  11,250.00  
 Total 45,000.00 45,000.00 
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Digital Focus 

Students should practice the follow skills in computerised accounting software. 
 

1. Setting up a company. 
2. Entering the opening balances to individual accounts as per the examples in this 

chapter. 
3. Entering the transactions listed in the chapter. 

 
The following information can be used in setting up the fictional company: (if required by 
software) 
 
Name: Morgan Rothby 
Company Name: Delta Q Bikes Ltd 
Unit 3b  
Ashwell Business Park  
Ashwell  
AS17 4BX  
VAT no: 798204391  
 
Some accounting software may also request a telephone number, in which case try to 
input a telephone number that is not genuine if using cloud-based software. 
 
Entering opening transactions may involve finding and renaming the relevant accounts in 
the General Ledger (which may be referred to as the Nominal Ledger).  A best fit approach 
is usually fine, within the context of the numerical ranges expressed earlier in the chapter. 
 
It is traditional that opening balances are entered as journal entries, and so students 
should be encouraged to enter opening balances using the journal, rather than as bank 
payments or receipts. 
 
Along with those skills, they could also practice the following to see the impact of those 
exercises. 
 

4. Finding and examining an Audit Trail to see the double-entry transactions that they 
have made. 

5. Finding and examining a Trial Balance to see the balances of the accounts after 
entering the opening transactions and balances. 
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Summary 

 

Most bookkeeping follows the double-entry principle. 
 
In double-entry bookkeeping every entry is recorded twice – once as a debit entry in one 
account, and once as a credit entry in another account. The accounts in which the 
transactions take place are related to the nature of the transaction. 
 
Some transactions will have three entries. The most common example of this is when 
entries involve a VAT-registered business needing to make a third entry in which to record 
the VAT either collected and owed to HMRC or paid and reclaimable from HMRC. 
 
Opening entries for a new business will usually involve entries in a book of prime entry 
called the Journal, which in computerised accounting automatically enters the required 
double-entry. In manual bookkeeping, the double-entry will need to be done manually. 
 
Bank & Cash accounts will involve debit entries when the value of those amounts is 
increasing (e.g., a receipt) and credit entries when the value of those accounts is 
decreasing (e.g., a payment).  
 
This is the opposite of what can be seen in a statement received from the bank, because 
the statement received from a bank is from the bank’s perspective. 
 
Most accounts will always have a debit balance or always have a credit balance. 
 
Some accounts, most notably the Bank Account and the VAT Account, can have either a 
debit or a credit balance.  
 
The Bank Account will have a debit balance if there is money in the bank, and a credit 
balance if the account is overdrawn. 
 
The VAT Account will have a debit balance if money is owed from HMRC, and a credit 
balance if money is owed to HMRC. 
 
Although computerised accounting software will automatically balance accounts, there is 
a manual method of balancing accounts of which students need to be aware, in particular 
the behaviour of the totals, the balance c/d (carried down) and the balance b/d (brought 
down) which is sometimes referred to as the balance b/f (brought forward) at the 
beginning of a time period. 
 
The relationship between assets, liabilities and capital can be explained by the 
Accounting Equation: assets – liabilities = capital. 
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Skills & Knowledge Test – Chapter 2 
 

QUESTION 5 

For each of the following accounts, identify the account type. 

 Asset Liability Income Expense Purchase Capital 

Money in the bank       
Bank overdrawn       
VAT owed by HMRC       
VAT owed to HMRC       
Money from sales       
Buying raw materials       
Rent paid       
Rent received       
Money paid in by owner       
Insurance payment       
Computer equipment       
Bank loan       

 

 

QUESTION 6 

For each of the accounts below, select whether it would normally have a debit or credit 
balance. 

 Debit Credit 

Money in the bank   
Bank overdrawn   
VAT owed by HMRC   
VAT owed to HMRC   
Sales   
Purchases   
Rent paid   
Rent received   
Capital   
Insurance   
Computer Equipment   
Bank Loan   
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QUESTION 7 

Enter the following transaction into the double-entry records. The business has made a 
payment to the insurance company of £300. There is no VAT to consider. 

Account Amount £ Debit Credit 
 
 

   

 
 

   

 

QUESTION 8 

Enter the following transaction into the double-entry records. The business owner has made a 
withdrawal of £1000 from the business bank account for their own purposes. 

Account Amount £ Debit Credit 
 
 

   

 
 

   

 

QUESTION 9 

Enter the following transaction into the double-entry records. The business has taken out a 
bank loan of £18,500. 

Account Amount £ Debit Credit 
 
 

   

 
 

   

 

QUESTION 10 

Enter the following transaction into the double-entry records. The business has made a 
purchase of raw materials for £250 plus VAT. 

Account Amount £ Debit Credit 
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QUESTION 11 

For the following calculations of the accounting formula, assets minus liabilities equals capital, 
complete the table by filling in the blanks. 

Assets Liabilities Capital 
25,000  12,250 

 48.673 91,572 
32,800 9,750  
82,855  41,000 

 4,300 11,972 
108,465 23,911  

 

QUESTION 12 

A business takes out a bank loan of £5,000. Which of the following will occur? 

Assets will increase, liabilities will remain the same 
 

 

Liabilities will increase, assets will remain the same 
 

 

Assets will increase, liabilities will increase 
 

 

 

QUESTION 13 

Identify whether each of the following transactions will be a credit or a debit in the Bank 
Account in the General Ledger. 

 Debit Credit 
Payment of wages to employees   
Payment of insurance premium   
Receipt of money from sales   
Money paid in by the owner   
Money drawn out by the owner   
Payment of VAT bill to HMRC   
Receipt of VAT refund from HMRC   
Payment of rent    
Bank loan received   
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QUESTION 14 

Balance the following Receivables Ledger Control Account. Note, you have not seen this 
account yet, but this activity will still help you with your balancing skills, as well as introducing 
an account you will see in a subsequent chapter. The principles of balancing are identical to the 
examples seen in this chapter. 

 

Receivables Ledger Control Account  
Debit (dr)                                             £ Credit (cr)                                             £ 
02-01     Credit Sales                            12,573 
 
 
                                                                  ______                   
                 Total                                         
                                                                  ______ 
 
 
 

08-01     Money received                       4.911 
 
 
                                                                  ______ 
Total                                                          
                                                                  ______ 

 

 

QUESTION 15 

Balance the following Payables Ledger Control Account. Note, you have not seen this account 
yet, but this activity will still help you with your balancing skills, as well as introducing an 
account you will see in a subsequent chapter. The principles of balancing are exactly the same 
as examples seen in this chapter. 

 

Payables Ledger Control Account  
Debit (dr)                                             £ Credit (cr)                                             £ 
14-01     Money Paid                            11,100 
15-01     Discounts received                     969 
 
 
                                                                  ______                   
                 Total                                         
                                                                  ______ 
 
 

08-01     Credit Purchases                   21.284 
 
 
 
                                                                  ______ 
Total                                                          
                                                                  ______ 
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QUESTION 16 

Balance the following Wages Account.  

Wages Account  
Debit (dr)                                             £ Credit (cr)                                             £ 
03-01      Wages                                         500 
10-01      Wages                                         500 
17-01      Wages                                         500 
 
 
                                                                  ______                   
                 Total                                         
                                                                  ______ 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
                                                                  ______ 
Total                                                          
                                                                  ______ 

 

 

QUESTION 17 

Balance the following Bank Account. Note, this account is a little different, as it has an opening 
balance (b/f). It should be treated exactly as any other transaction and counted. 

 

Bank Account  
Debit (dr)                                             £ Credit (cr)                                             £ 
03-01      Balance b/f                                2500 
04-01      Capital                                        1211 
11-01      Sales                                             850 
 
 
                                                                  ______                   
                 Total                                         
                                                                  ______ 
 
 
 

03-01     Wages                                          500 
09-01     Insurance                                    850 
19-01     Wages                                          500 
 
 
                                                                  ______ 
Total                                                          
                                                                  ______ 
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This section has been created for you should you wish to use it to make notes or for 
calculations  

 

 

 

 


